
Nicolet iS50 shipping restraints 

 

Before packing up the iS50 for repair, install the applicable shipping restraints 

 

Interferometer 

• Push the moving mirror towards the beamsplitter, install the foam block behind the moving 

mirror to restrain the moving mirror. When properly inserted, the foam block’s flat edge is 

positioned to the left and the rounded end toward the beamsplitter. This rounded end only 

applies low on the moving mirror’s anti tilt post/flag. 

 

 

 

• For shipping purposes the KBr beamsplitter should remain installed in the interferometer 

 

• If configured with an ABX, use OMNIC  to unload  all beamsplitters from the ABX  

  



Beamsplitters 

 

 

• The KBr beamsplitter should ship mounted in the interferometer. Inside the sealed and 

desiccated iS50 system. Pack the other beamsplitters in their original protective black 

sleeves, then seal and desiccate in a zip bag. Place the bag into the beamsplitter foam 

cutout. Cover the beamsplitter with the second piece of thin foam and insert the foam 

beamsplitter holder vertically into the cardboard shipping holder. 

 

  

 

  



iS50 ATR 

• If configured with iS50 ATR, install the flipper mirror restraint behind the ATR flipper mirror 

mount while in the “in-beam” or up position. Use OMNIC or B-Diag to drive the ATR flipper 

mirror in up position.  The red restraint will mount between the back of the mirror and mirror’s 

mount. It is difficult to see the mounting position, a flashlight should help see the installed 

position. Lock down the restraint under the red locking screw cap. 

 

 



iS50 Passport mirror 

• Use a long handle 3/32 inch hex wrench and rotate the red locking on the passport base 5-6 

turns clockwise to lock the passport mirror in place for shipping. When secured, the mirror will 

not move left and right 

 

 

 

  



Prepare for shipment 

• Before sealing the FTIR in a shipping bag, replace the desiccant with fresh new packs.  Add 

the old desiccant in the sample compartment to protect the KBr windows. 

 

 

 

• Seal the system inside a thick “tear free” bag.  To best seal the FTIR bag, first twist the end 

of the bag and then wrap the twisted end with tape.  

 

 

 

• Ship the iS50 system in a factory designed shipping box. 


